utomatic image annotation refers to create text labels in accordance with images' context automatically. Although, numerous studies have been conducted in this area for the past decade, existence of multiple labels and semantic gap between these labels and visual low-level features reduced its performance accuracy. In this paper, we suggested an annotation method, based on dense weighted regional graph.In this method, clustering areas was done by forming a dense regional graph of area classification based on strong fuzzy feature vector in images with great precision, as by weighting edges in the graph, less important areas are removed over time and thus semantic gap between low-level features of image and human interpretation of high-level concepts reduces much more. To evaluate the proposed method, COREL database, with 5,000 samples have been used. The results of the images in this database, show acceptable performance of the proposed method in compare to other methods.
Introduction
Due to the growing use of digital technologies, image data generated and stored every day in large numbers, and using this data as text data has become commonplace. Hence the need to search for video data according to different demands increased. One of the traditional methods for image retrieval, is content based image retrieval [1] [2] [3] . But these systems are not able to understand the meaning. Also in this system, user must express your wishes with the visual properties of image expression, which in turn is difficult for users [1] . This is a formidable challenge in content-based image retrieval, called semantic gap. Semantic gap, the gap between low-level visual content of the image and human interpretation of it, is a high-level concept. [2] Methods including automatic image annotation that have been proposed in recent decades to reduce semantic gap. [4] computer in automatic image annotation is used to describe words that are suitable for producing images. In this case, to recover the image of a set of annotated images, using text request is also possible. Using text of the question is far easier than using a sample image or characteristics of the image. [1] Great deal of research has been done in the field of image annotation that can be grouped into three models: probabilistic models, model-based on categories and models based on the nearest neighborhood. [5] Most probabilistic models joint probability estimate on the image content and keywords. Model-based categories , the image annotation to be an issue with the supervisor behave category. Models based on the nearest neighborhood, is one of the oldest, simplest and yet most efficient models in the category, the model is k-nearest neighbor. This model is growing, especially in the absence of training samples, efficiently. One of the methods in this area includes paper [12] cited. But in all of the presented methods in the field of automatic annotation there are two challenging problems: First, annotation techniques available generally are a feature of regional or global brand used to describe alone. But national and regional features focused on different aspects of an image complement each other, so combining them together to describe the images will be beneficial. Second, in all delivery methods based on characteristics of the area, only the direct distribution areas as areas used for image annotation via image segmentation based on region or the nature of objects are obtained, and the relationship between areas does not be paid attention. If given the link between areas, each of which represents a word or concept, we can help improve final margin words.in order to fix the problem on the basis of a weighted graph, in this article we offer an area dense. So that the proposed method uses the theory of Rough and Fuzzy feature vector for regions resulting from segmentation to effectively classified images and graphs do make up a dense area of both national and regional characteristics for use together to annotate and significantly enhanced accuracy. It also uses weighting the edges between vertices in the graph area proposed for communication between areas of images detected by the system. This article is organized as in Section 2, the image automatic annotation method based on weighted graph describes dense in an area, in section 3, the proposed algorithm simulation results and comparison with other methods in this area are provided. In the fourth overall conclusion of the article offered.
Image annotation based on dense weighted regional graph
In this section of the paper, the proposed method for annotating images is explained. The construction of an area of dense graph is as follow:
1: First collect a free enlarge dataset of annotated images, and classify values into different categories according to their annotation keywords.
2: Pictures related to any particular class are divided with accurate and effective method to pieces Rough separate charges.
3: For Category parts resulting from segmentation of images related to any particular group, first we used the method of k-means, so that same parts are classified in the same group. But because of some shortcomings in this method and more accurate grouping, again we will classify lowdensity lightweight piece set of groups of pictures (which are included large amounts of each class of images) by considering fuzzy feature vector associated with them, and compare it with the original image feature vector corresponding to the category of other classes, categories reclassification of the charges.
4: At this point we create dense an area graph so that we put fences and high density near the center of the image in a category and get the fuzzy feature vector associated with the label of their respective classes, images are annotated. For groups with low density and outlying parts by determining the fuzzy feature vector and determine its similarity to other video groups from other classes, in Group of parts that are most similar to them categorized and tagged with annotations are related to their respective floors.
5: Then each vertex of the graph, which represents dense cluster of image segments with high similarity which are connected to each other by weighted edge with other categories that include other pieces from the collection of images related to each specific circuit. We are considering the joint probability of more accurate values for weight gain so that by taking pictures of each class, the weaker groups object to be removed from any particular class.
After creating an area of dense graph of images related to the training data, in order to annotate new image, first we will segmentation and then due to dense parts closer to the center of the image and fuzzy characterization of their right to obtain the original image, and in the following, based on Weighted area of dense graph, Image annotation associated by taking in account similarity of other image parts which are connected with more weighted vertices of main group of images. In the graph area of dense, lightweight piece groups are annotated with names of collected images. Thus, the number of categories in training data should be large enough to cover the meanings of these groups and pieces of the image. 
Image Segmentation in every particular class
Maximum image components can be extracted through various ways such as image segmentation [13] , dense samples [14] , and recognize a specified area [15] and etc. But most of these methods are very expensive in terms of time and calculation. Among the proposed methods, Rough set theory has the ability to cluster profitably data that comes from image analysis [16] as efficiently identify the edge that is one of the effective methods of segmentation, convergence time So we proposed this theory we use for segmentation of images. Rough set more detailed description about the image segmentation in the paper [17] can see. After extracting the piece of the picture, we produce dense piece band, we take action the k-means clustering pieces by the charges. However, in clustering kmeans, the number of clusters manually set-up, and to produce pieces that are freely distributed is such as parts noise or background unstable and cluttered, so the results so not ideal. So after the initial clustering for producing dense, we have tried to use the feature vector effective, low-density parts with high density split into smaller pieces and fit them with similar criteria in groups with high similarity of our Categories. In this way text communication between groups are clearly to be identified, so that the results show high accuracy of the proposed method in the categories of different parts of images.
Produce dense areas and annotate
Most of the annotations provided in part due to lack of identification with high density of lowresolution images. Since the identification of areas with low density, similar to other image areas are densely populated in the group, we have tried to use the feature vector effective, low-density parts with high density split into smaller pieces and fit them with similar standards in groups with high similarity of our markets. For this purpose, we used a mask with size 60 × 60 on low-density areas. We use to identify groups of two characteristic color and edge video compression phase for more accurate the obtained fuzzy logic. More details on how to determine vector features can be found in Articles [18] and [19] pictures. Since fuzzy feature vector includes three properties in each area of the image are color, location and edge color, therefore, the proposed fuzzy similarity measure using data from the three phase characteristics for more accurate similarity or dissimilarity to appoint different images.
The following formula shows the proposed fuzzy similarity measure: Wei: the importance of the i-th to edge As the numerical value for each component fuzzy weight in the literature [13] and [14] were determined as the following: Very large = 1, large = 0.8, medium = 0.55, small = 0.3, very small = 0.1 This method to a large extent is resistant to the problems that the majority of edge detection methods are faced, such as sensitivity to noise and with thick lines. So low-density areas are divided into several regions with higher density and tagged with annotations are the most similar. In this way, for different images in the database area of dense graph is created.
Annotation
After you remove the piece of background object slice group dense pieces, we attempted to annotate them. To do this, we first collect band name as a label. Since a large number of large-scale collections are on the floor, we assume that most of groups extracted can be annotated with the name of the group. We do annotation groups based on two criteria:
(1) Visually similar groups must be annotated with similar tags. (2) Groups that are distinct and belong to a particular class, are likely annotate with this class. This idea is illustrated in Figure 1 . For example, in Figure 1 piece for the dog, after compression zones were discovered containing "dog", "woods", "sky" and so on, that piece band dogs due to high density and proximity to the center of the image the dog is the label class that is annotated. The following groups are fences "sky" and "woodlands" by comparing their characteristics with the vector of the main themes in classes other picture, as a new group piece which most closely resembles groups may be categorized with them And then the edge between the two vertices in the graph occurred that indicate the presence of similar images is common in these group. For example in Figure 1 edge between vertices of dogs and woodlands parts thicker than the edge between the vertices of the parts is dog heaven and this occurred due to high joint between the two parts of the head. To determine the edge weight between vertices, following formula is used:
W is Weight between two vertices in the graph, an area corresponding to each of the respective condensing And K, is the number of subscribers took place labels on two related helm annotation of images that class and n, is the number of images of respective class. So common they both took the helm that is more likely that more weight be given indicator is thicker than the edges. Then for more precise evaluation of effectiveness of the proposed model, the average precision, recall and F1 parameters have been calculated per word.
Accuracy, is the ratio of NC, the ratio of the number of images in the test phase to the NS, the number of images than in the test phase. Calling the ratio of NC, the ratio of the number of images in the test phase NR, number of images in the database for each v i is the word. Annotations to assess the quality, accuracy and calling for each and every word database (v i) are calculated. Table 1 , shows mean precision, recall and F1 for the proposed methodology and the appropriate annotation recently presented three methods (IAGA -2014 [20] , Feature fusion and semantic similarity-2014 [5] , MLRank -2013 [21] ). More areas have higher density than other areas in each image by weighting the edges of the graph. Less important areas are removed so that it causes a system closer to annotate people, in our proposed method is compared to other methods. The results of this graph shows that, using accurate segmentation according to the theory of Rough and strong feature vectors that lead to the formation of dense graph and highlight an area densely populated areas in each image, is the more precise identification of concepts such as stairs, flowers and lawns aircraft per cent lower compared to IAGA that have been identified. In fact, one of the main problems in annotation methods including IAGA non-designated areas in each image is important, we provided an area graph density to accurately classify areas according to each class video By weight of feature vectors appropriate and accurate to solve them. Figure 4 , the results retrieved for a query on the database shows Corel. For any query shows five images with the highest similarity. According to the results in the figure below, we conclude that the graph based image retrieval dense area for suggestions, will guide us to recover the database with accuracy and efficiency. Therefore In the proposed method, we were able to accurately and more efficient than the methods suggested in the annotation to achieve by Categorizin more accurate images with different areas of dense graph and also remove less important areas in each class by weighting the edges. 
Conclusion
In this paper, a graph-based method for automatic image annotation densely an area is provided. In most of the methods presented in the context annotations there are two basic challenging problems including Lack of integration of national and regional characteristics for each of the images and lack of attention to the relationship between different areas in Pictures. In this article we formed an area graph, the relationship between different areas in the image are considered and weighted the edges in the graph, and done compression of areas so that Prominent areas on each floor image in lowdensity areas considered less important and have to be removed. Also by Using strong fuzzy feature vectors based on color and edge features for the considered areas we have done Aggregation of national and regional action features lightweight and have improved Annotations practice considerably. At the end we have implemented the proposed approach on Corel database. The results provided on the database show acceptable performance of the proposed method compared with other methods in this field. 
